Your Father’s Room
Michel Déon
The Book:
A vivid recreation of the interwar period, Michel Déon’s
fictionalised memoir is a touching and very true depiction
of boyhood and how our early experiences affect us.
Sales Points:
 Insight into the long and fascinating life of one of the
20th Century’s most important French writers
 Locations include Paris and Monaco in the 1920s
Market:
Evelyn Waugh, Nancy Mitford, F. Scott Fitzgerald
Description:
‘You can’t possibly remember. You weren’t even a year
old...’
Édouard (Michel Déon’s real name) looks back on his
1920s childhood spent in Paris and Monte Carlo. Within a
bourgeois yet unconventional upbringing, ‘Teddy’, an
observant and sensitive boy, must deal with not just the
universal trials of growing up, but also the sudden
tragedy that strikes at the heart of his family.
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Praise for the Foundling novels:
‘I loved this book...It is not just a glimpse into the past,
but the study of the heart of a man and his times’ Paul
Theroux
'Our lives would be all the richer if we read a Michel Déon
novel' William Boyd
'Wryly funny prose … a delight' Independent on Sunday
'It is shamefully parochial of us that this eminent writer
has been so ignored' Sunday Times
'A big-hearted coming-of-age shaggy-dog story … leaves
you feeling better about life' The Spectator
'Deserves a place alongside Flaubert's Sentimental
Education and Le Grand Meaulnes' New Statesman
'Déon is an outrageous storyteller' TLS
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The Author:
Michel Déon was a member of the Académie française.
Born in Paris in 1919, he was the author of more than
fifty books. He lived in Ireland until his death in 2016.
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